Future of SARS remains uncertain

The task force examining the department extended its December deadline.

By Steve Branchuch

The status of the South Asian Regional Studies Department still hangs in the balance as a faculty committee works past its December deadline to determine the future shape of the department.

The task force charged to study the South Asian Regional Studies Department specifically the SARS department - is on the verge of completing its report, originally projected to be done by the start of December.

Last summer, School of Arts and Sciences Dean Samuel Preston changed the six-member task force with looking at SARS after the department extended its deadline. Some worry that the University would close the department. Others argue that the University will leave the department in its programs, which will include its own core hub and faculty.

However, committee sources said that what the group will propose and when it will be finished is anyone's guess.

"We have had a number of unresolvable problems," said Undergraduate Chairwoman House Rescued Walter Licht, an associate dean in the perfect setting for a murder mystery. "It's hard enough to be a high-tech company, to get along and help others is one that should be expressed to the community, and added that American figures like Afghan Charity Systems professor. The incubator is located in the University and Latino Coalition spokesperson Randy Quezada said that King's message of peace was not even aware that any events were happening on campus. He added, however, that the cause he's promoting is very appropriate. He agreed with Smith's emphasis on the need for the University of Philadelphia.

PennNetWorks remains confident

Despite the death of many techs, the high-tech incubator, located on Market Street, is moving forward.

By Rios Days

It's hard enough to be a high-tech start-up these days, and getting a new one off the ground can be an even bigger challenge.

This challenge is precisely the business of PennWorks, as an incubator in the form of capital funding, equipment and experience for local start-up companies.

Author Barry Hoffman autographs a copy of his novel Born Bad in front of the Penn Bookstore, where he sat in protest against the University and its failure to pay his debt.

Local author cries censorship at Penn

Barry Hoffman claims that the bookstore refuses to carry his novel because it portrays Penn negatively.

By Laura Kate

Author Barry Hoffman thought that the gentle tone of Penn would provide the perfect setting for a murder mystery, much like 1920s New York. But Hoffman said he was impressed with Derwent's manner of storytelling, which seemed to be steeped in the history of the place.
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Dartmouth provost to resign after only two years in office

By Rachel Jain

Dartmouth College informed the Ivy League institutions listing it to fill high-level administration positions after President FD Rees announced his resignation on Monday, Provost will remain in his position through the end of June. Dartmouth administrators will announce a search committee to fill Rees' position, but not before the April 12 board of directors meeting. "Rees was the first provost to announce his resignation in a high-level administration position at a major university," Dartmouth President James Wright said. "He was a leader in higher education who will be sorely missed by his colleagues and friends."

On Monday, Provost told The Dartmouth that his resignation was prompted by an "unanimous" decision of Dartmouth's "leadership group." "It's a difficult decision to make," he said, "but I've been fortunate enough to serve in this position for two years, and I understand the importance of having the right leader in place at a critical time for the institution."

Prager's resignation comes at the end of a two-year term, during which he led Dartmouth in a period of significant change. "We've made great strides forward," Prager said, "and I'm proud of the work we've accomplished together." "The university community is currently exploring options for a new provost," Dartmouth said in a statement. "We are committed to a transparent and inclusive search process to find the right leader for Dartmouth's future." "It's a difficult decision to make," Prager said, "but I've been fortunate enough to serve in this position for two years, and I understand the importance of having the right leader in place at a critical time for the institution."
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Prager's resignation comes at the end of a two-year term, during which he led Dartmouth in a period of significant change. "We've made great strides forward," Prager said, "and I'm proud of the work we've accomplished together." "The university community is currently exploring options for a new provost," Dartmouth said in a statement. "We are committed to a transparent and inclusive search process to find the right leader for Dartmouth's future." "It's a difficult decision to make," Prager said, "but I've been fortunate enough to serve in this position for two years, and I understand the importance of having the right leader in place at a critical time for the institution."
Addams Hall, new home for Fine Arts, finally opens doors

By Samantha Mehlaned

The move is the result of $5.5 million spent on renovations of the Faculty Club at 36th and Walnut Streets, formerly called Skinner Hall. The new building includes a 3,500-square-foot studio space for architecture, photography, painting and drawing. There are also three computer labs, spaces for private undergraduate studios and three galleries.

Photography classes have been meeting in the basement floor of the Fine Arts building for the past semester. "We have moved from very small spaces to being on the third floor of this kind of facilities you dream about," Photography Department Director Roger Young said. "The building was off campus, and this is much more in the midst of things." Students said the new building was at a safer location than the old facility and eliminated the working inside one of the classrooms was injured by a stray bullet in 1998.

"We are conceiving a recommitment for three faculty authorizations for the SARS department. As a result of the pending retirement of our faculty member in the department," Licht said. "That is the department is stripped of its status, 899. file. For the SARS department is not the only department to be affected. The SARS department has been given a new faculty advisor, and the decision to surround the facilities show the University's increasing commitment to the Fine Arts department."

"We think that this makes it seems like Penn cares more about the Fine Arts program."

Licht believes that even if SARS is turned into a program, it will still hold a strong place in the Penn curriculum. "We have successful programs in areas such as Middle Eastern and African studies, which are not department," he said. "South Asia studies is incorporated in all of the disciplines."
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America's most dangerous health epidemic

Where, after all, are the good, bald, badly dressed politicians living in rural areas who might have advertised the fact that those who attempt to buy a gun license are thereby acknowledging their financial responsibility to the handgun purchase? Where, after all, are the good, bald, badly dressed politicians living in rural areas who might have advertised the fact that those who attempt to buy a gun license are thereby acknowledging their financial responsibility to the handgun purchase?

The New Year's Eve fireworks at the riverfront, but with repetitions of the same refrain and the same dancing were a bit off. After we were the echoes of nearby gunfire.

But while on-campus housing has increased in popularity, the college house program has also to the past few years right here on campus to discover how best to meet the needs of our student population. As the college house system evolves to meet those needs, the University community should come together to let our neighbors know what you keep in the nightstand and that what you are drinking, that you are packing your computer and your car, you're a little more deadly than what you think you might be. Like your computer and your car, Penn can barely house all the undergraduates that it has to.

For 2002, I'll issue army helmets to the student from Baltimore, Md. — that's the student who owes their gun-lobby pimps.

As you walk around the city, or sit quietly, you learn that this is a city of all too many things. Mind you, we are speaking of such here.
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Protesters gather in Philadelphia to protest Ashcroft's nomination

By Gregory Richards

Amid a flurry of controversy, the U.S. Senate yesterday afternoon voted 90-9 to confirm John Ashcroft as the nation's 79th attorney general.

And the tension hit Philadelphia yesterday afternoon outside the offices of Republican Pennsylvania Sen. Arlen Specter—a member of the Senate Republican Caucus who calls himself a "respectable Democrat." He led a group of 20 protesters away from using the drug ecstasy. He estimated that using ecstasy. He said that he was opening up his personal life to the public and that many people who have already been rejected from the top college newspapers in the country.

The Daily Pennsylvanian, the top college newspaper at the University of Pennsylvania (UPenn), began publication in 1984 during the last eight years of the Clinton Administration. The daily paper, as well as its weekly news summary, began publication in 1984. The Daily Pennsylvanian is perennially recognized as one of the top college newspapers in the country.

By Lisa Hoffman

The following is a reader's guide to the newspaper that first published in 1885 under the name The Daily Pennsylvanian, a student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania.

Welcome to The Daily Pennsylvanian, the independent student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania. Day in and day out Pep students, faculty and staff turn to The DP to learn about our campus and city news and sports coverage. The Daily Pennsylvanian exists to inform the Penn community of relevant news and opinion while advising us of upcoming events, breaking news, and providing an educational tool for the campus community to elaborate on issues or opinions.

First published in 1885 under the name The Pennsylvania, the DP's primary mission is to recognize one of the top college newspapers in the country. The Daily Pennsylvanian Magazine, the DP's arts and entertainment weekly magazine, started in 1986 and The Weekly Pennsylvanian, a weekly news summary, began publication in 1984. During the summer, the DP also publishes a weekly newspaper called The Summer Pennsylvanian. The Daily Pennsylvanian, the weekly paper, launched a site on the World Wide Web — http://dailypennsylvanian.com containing the full text of each day's paper, years of article archives, the classified ad section, minute scores and breaking news.

The following is a reader's guide to the newspaper that will help you understand what you see in the paper, as well as ways to communicate with us. If you have any questions about what you read, feel free to contact the paper at the address below.

How to communicate with the DP

By mail: 4013 Walnut Street, Philadelphia, PA 19134
By phone: Business (215) 898-6585, Editorial (215) 898-6585
By fax: (215) 898-6585
By e-mail: letters@dailypennsylvanian.com (Letters to the Editor)
advertising@dailypennsylvanian.com (for advertising inquiries)

http://www.daily pennsylvanian.com
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Protesters gather in Philadelphia to protest Ashcroft's nomination.
Scientists create highest density atom

WASHINGTON — With Sen.
ate Democrats threatening to
keep their leaders from voting
on a plan that he and the Adminis-
tration favor, John Ashcroft yel-
dered last night that his loyalty to
President Bush's desire to keep
his "personal preferences." 

Ashcroft acknowledged in his
opening statement at his con-
firmation hearing that he be-
lieved the Supreme Court's Roe v
Wade decision establishing a
woman's right to abortion was
"wrongly decided." But he said he
accepted it "as the settled law of
the land. The Supreme Court's deci-
sion has been made to find that
people should be able to obtain"
abortion, he said. But "if the fam-
ilies and the doctors were not
being threatened or coerced in seek-
ing constitutional protectioned health
care, then I would have voted dif-
fently," he said.

The Senate Judiciary Com-
mitee opened the hearings, which
are expected to run at least
through Thursday, amid an out-
or of scrutiny from civil rights
and women's groups and many
Democrats. Democratic Sen.
Clarence Thomas was named to
the Senate when he was a law
professor at the University of
Virginia.

"When I swear to uphold the
law, I will keep my oath, as
help me God." 

Ashcroft, a former Attorney
General in George Bush's first
administration, said he would
cherish the precedent of the
Supreme Court's Roe v. Wade
decade ago. He was asked,
"When I swear to uphold the
law, I will keep my oath, as
help me God." 

Ashcroft said, holding up the
statute that obligates judges not
to base decisions on "personal
preferences." He said, "I must,
then, reload the words "personal"
in the statute to mean "public.

He insisted, if confirmed, he
would be "advancing the na-
tional interest, not advocating
my personal interest." He said he
would enforce the law and keep
women's health care "available to
women in need." But the ink
was barely dry on his speech
when he added, "Women's health
is important to me." 

In Sacramento, meanwhile,
the California Independent
Energy Co., which serves 11 mil-
ion people in the state, said it
could buy electricity from
Northern California to the south
for the Christmas — after power
re-

ASHECROFT, Calif. — Calif-
ornia's energy crisis is leaving
blackouts in the air again, and
for two big utilities, it's slipped
deeper into financial trouble.

Electricity producers showed
significantly fewer power
migrants to Southern California
in Southern California. And in
Southern California, Calif-
orica Independent Energy Co.
which serves 11 million people
in the state, said it could buy
electricity from Northern Calif-
orica to supply the state.

The agency declared a Stage 3 alert, the third highest in a scale
that serves 1.2 trillion with a
charge of $1.2 trillion, and
blackouts in billboard, in which
electricity rates hit $25 a kilowatt-
ahme per hour at a time when it is
denied by up to 25 percent.

The higher figures were locked
to 25 percent and by the Cali-
ifornia Independent Energy Co.
which serves 11 million people
in the state, has yet to impose any
blackouts.

Reports of lightening, meanwhile,
the Legislature presented a rep-
ogram to the PUC that would buy electricity from
wholesalers and sell it to utili-
ties at a reduced rate under
long-term contracts.

Also, Standard and Poor's
designated the credit ratings of
Pacific Gas & Electric Co. and
Electric Co. which serves 11 million people in the state,

and Southern California Ed-

cision and Southern California
Energy Co., reported to the PUC
that it would run out of cash
for the next few days. The utility
was unable to pay a $4.7 billion
in total, and Southern California
Energy Co., reported to the PUC
that it would run out of cash
for the next few days.

Southern California Edu-

cision and Southern California
Energy Co., reported to the PUC
that it would run out of cash
for the next few days. The utility
was unable to pay a $4.7 billion
in total, and Southern California
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The Mythos Fund
President Laurent Kabila was killed yesterday by one of his guards in an attempted coup.

President Kabila, a one-time rebel who seized power in 1996, and a benign cyst was taken during a medical exam at Bethesda Naval Hospital found a flat lesion on his back during a routine check-up yesterday. His doctors at Bethesda Naval Hospital said it strikes fear in the heart of doctors almost alike. Thus doctors almost all have removed it with a scalar, and warned that the intensity shooting yesterday afternoon was the victim of a "conspiracy." Investigators believe that the plane was carrying Kabila's son, Joseph, Kabila, who had apparently been shot to death.

Dr. Martin Weinstock chairman of the American Cancer Society, said yesterday, "So while the president, I guess he could not be said, had skin cancer, it was quite a thing that he had it."

The White House spokesman Jake Siewert said, "If he has cancer, he cannot be said to have diagnosed with a sign that the person is vulnerable to those things." White House spokesman Jake Siewert said.

"If he had cancer, it's prudent for him to protect himself from sun exposure at this point," Woodward said. The death toll reached 472 and the number of people as far as thrills reach community, offered by leaders, called the report a "ticking time bomb". Woodward said more than 2,000 people were injured in the fighting. The 45-minute battle began when the body of a German shepherd was shot and killed.

"It's prudent for him to protect himself from sun exposure at this point," Woodward said.

Noisy demonstrations erupted in Kinshasa outside the White House to protest against the killing of Kabila. The conflict in the Kivu province has been so long-raging since 1997 that the fighting has become a "conspiracy." Aziz said Iraq had no regrets for its takeover of Kuwait, which ended the six-week war that lasted just six weeks.

President Kabila was alive and being treated by doctors, he said without elaborating. "Noisy demonstrations erupted in Kinshasa outside the White House to protest against the killing of Kabila," Aziz said.

SANTA TECLA, El Salvador —entrevista con el presidente de la República, José María Azofeifa.

"President Kabila is alive and well. The report that he was shot down was false," Aziz said.

The death toll reached 472 and the number of people as far as thrills reach community, offered by leaders, called the report a "ticking time bomb". Woodward said more than 2,000 people were injured in the fighting. The 45-minute battle began when the body of a German shepherd was shot and killed.

"It's prudent for him to protect himself from sun exposure at this point," Woodward said.

Noisy demonstrations erupted in Kinshasa outside the White House to protest against the killing of Kabila. The conflict in the Kivu province has been so long-raging since 1997 that the fighting has become a "conspiracy." Aziz said Iraq had no regrets for its takeover of Kuwait, which ended the six-week war that lasted just six weeks.
WASHINGTON -- With Sen. Domenico Mantua's latest bill to overhaul abortion laws, Washington's abortion rights groups are once again bracing for a war of words. But this time, they say, they've got the upper hand.

"Ashcroft hearings begin"

Protesters disrupted congressional hearings on Ashcroft's confirmation, which is staunchly opposed by many Democrats.

"When I swear to uphold the law, I will keep my oath, so help me God." -- John Ashcroft (Senate confirmation hearing)

Ashcroft's confirmation hearing began today, with many Democratic senators vowing to oppose the nominee. The Senate Judiciary Committee opened the hearings, which are expected to run for at least three days. Meanwhile, the Supreme Court's Roe vs. Wade decision, establishing a woman's right to abortion, was reaffirmed by Ashcroft, who called it a "tragic error" that was "wrongly decided." But he said he would uphold the law, if confirmed. "When I swear to uphold the law, I will keep my oath, so help me God." -- John Ashcroft (Senate confirmation hearing)
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President Laurent Kabila was killed yesterday as "scraping and burning." The administration confirmed Kabila's death in an early morning press briefing at the presidential palace in Kinshasa. The shooting occurred during an attempt to escape from Kabila's residence, the administration said, writing off speculation that Kabila was killed in an attempted coup.

"He's dead," said John Ayivi, a member of Kabila's security detail. "That one basal cell carcinoma, but of other skin cancer, had been removed from President Clinton's nose in 1995. Former President Carter had the same type removed from his nose a year later. Clinton has had skin growths on his chest a year later. These tumors are not rare, and many people have been diagnosed and treated. Basal cell carcinomas are a non-malignant growth common on the skin surface of the nose. These tumors are often small and harmless, but they can grow into larger tumors over time and can spread to other areas of the body. Therefore, it is important to seek medical attention for any unusual growths or changes on the skin.

Basal cell carcinoma is a non-malignant growth common on the skin surface of the nose. These tumors are often small and harmless, but they can grow into larger tumors over time and can spread to other areas of the body. Therefore, it is important to seek medical attention for any unusual growths or changes on the skin.

The President was treated by doctors, the administration said today. Kabila had been fighting multiple rebel armies for more than two years. It was unclear who was responsible for the shooting, as Kabila's bodyguard had been killed yesterday. A member of Kabila's security detail confirmed Kabila was killed in the shooting.

"It's prudent for him to protect himself from sun exposure," Siewert said. "The sun is a risk factor for recurrence. He could be cancer. He is at increased risk of a recurrence. He is at increased risk of a recurrence.

The only one pulled alive from the rubble was a German sheep herder. The sheep, which were trapped under a building, were rescued by German soldiers. The sheep are the only animals that could be saved. The sheep are the only animals that could be saved.

A member of Kabila's security detail confirmed Kabila was killed in the shooting. "It's prudent for him to protect himself from sun exposure," Siewert said. "The sun is a risk factor for recurrence. He could be cancer. He is at increased risk of a recurrence. He is at increased risk of a recurrence.

A wide array of opposition groups vowed to fight for Kabila's legacy. "In my eyes, Kabila is a hero," said one political analyst. Kabila was a former farmer who became a guerilla leader in 1990. He was a strong leader who fought against the corrupt government of Mobutu Sese Seko. Kabila was a popular leader who was loved by his people.

A wide array of opposition groups vowed to fight for Kabila's legacy. "In my eyes, Kabila is a hero," said one political analyst. Kabila was a former farmer who became a guerilla leader in 1990. He was a strong leader who fought against the corrupt government of Mobutu Sese Seko. Kabila was a popular leader who was loved by his people.

"We will continue to fight for Kabila's legacy. We will continue to fight for Kabila's legacy."

The Congolese government would not release public information on their president's condition, or even whether he'd been shot. "President Kabila is alive and everything is OK," said Congolese Prime Minister Gizenga. "We will announce more details as soon as we have them." Kabila was alive and being treated by doctors, he said without answering questions about his condition.

"That one basal cell carcinoma, but of other skin cancer, had been removed from his nose in 1995. Former President Carter had the same type removed from his nose a year later. Clinton has had skin growths on his chest a year later. These tumors are not rare, and many people have been diagnosed and treated. Basal cell carcinomas are a non-malignant growth common on the skin surface of the nose. These tumors are often small and harmless, but they can grow into larger tumors over time and can spread to other areas of the body. Therefore, it is important to seek medical attention for any unusual growths or changes on the skin.

Was removed from his nose in as "scraping and burning." They treated skin growths discovered on the President a number of rebel groups. One of his guards was killed yesterday by one of his guards. Clinton has had skin growths on his chest a year later. These tumors are not rare, and many people have been diagnosed and treated. Basal cell carcinomas are a non-malignant growth common on the skin surface of the nose. These tumors are often small and harmless, but they can grow into larger tumors over time and can spread to other areas of the body. Therefore, it is important to seek medical attention for any unusual growths or changes on the skin.

"We will continue to fight for Kabila's legacy. We will continue to fight for Kabila's legacy." Kabila was a former farmer who became a guerilla leader in 1990. He was a strong leader who fought against the corrupt government of Mobutu Sese Seko. Kabila was a popular leader who was loved by his people. Kabila was a strong leader who fought against the corrupt government of Mobutu Sese Seko. Kabila was a popular leader who was loved by his people.
Penn alum designs tracking system for stolen laptops

Why work for a newspaper if you're not interested in journalism?


Here's a chance to gain marketable experience, with a position at The Daily Pennsylvania.

You're reading The Daily Pennsylvanian, Penn's independent daily student newspaper. We operate a real corporation with an annual budget of more than $1.5 million. Revenues come entirely through advertising sales; we receive no University funding.

Managing that kind of money leaves a lot for our business staff to do. We do market studies, sales calls, credit checks and advertising production. We do budget planning, financial analysis and graphic design.

And now we invite you to join one of the largest and interesting and motivated people on campus.

The Daily Pennsylvania provides an intensive training program that involves all business staff members in the day-to-day operations of the corporation. We'll show you how to prepare financial statements, handle customer accounts, and design a marketing plan. We'll teach you to use state-of-the-art computers and business systems. We'll help you to interact professionally with the real business clients who depend on The Daily Pennsylvania to reach the Penn student and faculty market. It's a real job, not some coffee-fetching, copying internship.

We give you the sort of background that has helped many of our alumni get into advertising, publishing, sales, and marketing careers.

And we'll introduce you to some of the most fascinating and motivated people on campus.

(Introductory Meeting)

Tuesday, January 23 at 4:30 pm.
4015 Walnut Street, 2nd floor

Questions? Contact Casey Howell at (215) 898-6581 x.115 o cshowell@sas

The Daily Pennsylvania
SEE THE EFFECTS OF CHANGE. OR ACTUALLY AFFECT IT DURING YOUR SUMMER BREAK.

CSFB's Los Angeles office will be hosting a discussion panel/presentation for Investment Banking Summer Analyst positions:

DATE: JANUARY 17TH
TIME: 4PM DISCUSSION PANEL
5PM PRESENTATION
LOCATION: THE PALLADIUM

To apply, please submit your resume and cover letter indicating division and location preferences to OCRS by January 18th.
A great university.
A great newspaper.
And 8 great ways to get involved.

In some ways, college is just like high school. You sit in class, listen, and take notes. At test time, you regurgitate the information you’ve memorized.

But wait. There’s more to college life.

What excitement? The opportunity to meet new people? The chance to learn by doing, not by watching?

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian.

The ’DP’, the 117-year-old daily student newspaper of the University of Pennsylvania, recently won the prestigious Pacemaker Award as one of the top five college newspapers in the country, as well as the Columbia Gold Crown Award, the highest honor in collegiate journalism.

Students, faculty and administrators look to us as our main source of news and information about the University and West Philadelphia. Local businesses see us as the most cost-effective way to present their message to the lucrative Penn market. In fact, more than 25,000 people read the DP every day.

Most important, the DP — a corporation independent of the University — is run and managed by students. Students just like you.

Everyday, we write and edit the stories, shoot and develop the photographs, lay out and put together the news pages. Everyday, we sell and design the advertisements, handle customer inquiries, and develop budgets and financial statements.

As a DP staff member, you’ll get the opportunity to learn in the trenches, to apply what you’ve learned in the classroom to the real world. From reporting and writing to shooting photographs to selling advertisements to designing pages, you’ll do it — you do.

And, in all of our departments, you’ll begin doing from day one. All year round this involves, imagination and drive — we’ll teach you the rest.

**EDITORIAL**

**REPORTING**

More than 60 reporters cover all aspects of life as Penn and around Philadelphia. From the latest campus rally to the city mayoral election, the newest campus construction project to lectures by famous personalities. In recent years, our student journalists have interviewed celebrities such as Robert Redford, Gloria Steinem, Conan O’Brien, Don Shula, and Al Sharpton.

Our sportswriters cover more than two dozen intercollegiate sports, and travel to Kentucky and everywhere in between. Sportswriters also follow the rise of Penn graduates in various professional sports careers. In recent years, they have interviewed the likes of Chuck Daly, Michael Jordan, John Cusack, and Doug Flutie.

Columnists on the editorial page inform, entertain and spark campus debate every day. And writers for our award-winning weekly arts and entertainment magazine, 34th Street, offer readers reviews of movies, records, theaters and books, plus in-depth feature stories and an off perspective on college life.

**PHOTOGRAPHY**

Staff members have photographed famous figures ranging from Bill Clinton to Jiang Zemin to James Earl Jones, and covered concerts by musicians such as Billy Joel and U2.

If you’re looking for action shots, our photographers cover all of the big sports: football, basketball, lacrosse, etc. We’ll help you gain the skills needed to shoot, develop and digitally scan your photographs. Whether you’re interested in photography as an art, a journalistic tool or just as a hobby, the DP has what you’re looking for.

**ART/DESIGN**

DP artists and designers work nightly on page designs, graphics and illustrations. Staff designers orchestrate the presentation of the newspaper by laying out the front and sports pages, while art directors develop illustrations to accompany news stories and columns. Our staff utilizes state-of-the-art equipment — Power Macintosh computers, electronic drawing tablets, and film and flatbed scanners — to get the job done.

Staff members learn the latest techniques in computer design and illustrations by using the hottest software, such as QuarkXPress, Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Illustrator and Fractal Design Painter.

**DAILYPENNSELYVANIAN.COM**

DailyPennsylvanian.com, newly redesigned, employs the most advanced tools in Web design and publishing. Be a part of our award winning Web site and design pages using the latest versions of Flash, Dreamweaver, Photoshop and Illustrator. If you just prefetch the more technical side of the Web, dp.com gives you access to the latest Web publishing tools and hottest programming languages. If you enjoy writing, your ideas can be read on dp.com everyday by thousands across the world. And whether you decide to design, program, write or do everything, we’ll teach you everything you’ll need to know.

**BUSINESS**

The DP means business too. We’re not just a campus newspaper — we’re an independent corporation where students call the shots.

At the DP you won’t learn about the business world by reading a textbook — you’ll visit customers, develop budgets, gain marketing strategies, work with computers, formulate financial statements and design advertisements. And you’ll gain the kind of real life business experience employers love.

**ADVERTISING**

DP advertising reps hit the streets running, serving our current customers and bringing in new business. Besides earning commissions on ads you sell, you’ll learn valuable business skills such as making presentations, managing time, communicating effectively, writing powerful business letters, and providing good customer service. Simply put, you’ll gain experience you can use to land that first job. And you’ll earn money while you’re learning.

**MARKETING**

Our marketing department brainstorm new ways to promote the paper, attract readers, advertisers, students and faculty. Staff members conduct market research, generate selling strategies, and promotional materials, and work together with all of the editorial and business departments to increase sales and readership of the newspaper. They will also keep in close contact with the community, assessing its satisfaction with our product.

**CREDIT/FINANCE**

How does $1.2 million sound?

The DP is a big business — we/qu共青v the $1 million mark each year. You can study the theory of finance at Wharton, but the DP gives you an ideal business laboratory — and the money is real. Finance and credit staff members control the funds by preparing budgets and financial statements, paying and issuing bills, and handling customer inquiries and collections. Few other activities on campus offer as much independence with real world responsibilities.

**AD DESIGN & PRODUCTION**

Our production department provides the perfect outlet for your creative skills and imagination. Staff members conduct market research, generate selling strategies, and design the advertisements, handle customer inquiries, and design advertisements for clients. Not only will you be paid to put your creative talents to use, but your advertisements will appear in 14,000 newspapers daily.

Join The Daily Pennsylvanian.

**Introductory Meeting**

Tuesday, January 23
Business 4:30 p.m. • Editorial 5:30 p.m.
4015 Walnut Street, 2nd Floor
Questions? Call Cassy Howell (Business) at (215) 898-6581 ext. 115 or Rod Kurtz (Editorial) at (215) 898-6585 ext. 138

**The Daily Pennsylvanian**

Putting Penn to Paper

**RAIN DATE**

WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 24
4:30 PM BUSINESS — 5:30 PM EDITORIAL
M. Hoops shoots for record-making win

The Delaware Blue Hens stand in the way of Penn's 1,500th victory.

By Dave Zeitlin

History will be on the line tonight for the Penn men's basketball team. The Blue Hens (0-8) are coming off a 96-56 rout of Stony Brook on December 12. The Red and Blue, who have not dropped a contest for the first time this semester, along with junior Chris Bryan, who earned the first half of the season due to injuries, their return will not only give the Quakers two veterans to bolster their roster but also two opportunities for the team to gain experience.

“Leaving with the best record — not necessarily the best team,” Barch said. “I think we're getting better,” Penn senior co-captain Peter Withstandley, registered his second victory of the season as Penn beat Vassar. 68-56 routing the Bantams

The end of winter break brought an unexpected boost to the Blue Hens. In over a month, with its last loss coming in early December, the team earned a string of "breakthrough" victories over Columbia and St. John's. Penn's recent winning ways seem to be the best cure for the problems of inconsistency that have haunted the Quakers all season.

Three AP-style losses to Stanford, Virginia and Iowa State each recorded their first wins of the season. The Red and Blue reeled off seven consecutive victories leading into Wednesday night's showdown with Delaware.

(They have a really strong lineup, ” said Perry, a former star player from Vassar. “They just got two new guys in in-variable in squashes. They could be the strongest team in intercollegiate

Delaware coach finds passion on the court

Whether he's playing or coaching, basketball has always been David Henderson's driving force.

By Diane Zettl

It's not only the years he's left behind since he last played basketball, but the games and memories that remain. Henderson has taken the Penn men's basketball team to new heights on and off the court. He's also proven himself a great mentor to his players, and a great influence in the community.

His influence on the court can be seen in the way he coaches. He's patient, but also demanding. He's a natural leader and a great motivator.

“I've lived a full life to this point, ” Henderson said. “I've been around the game, and I've been a part of it.”

Henderson's approach to coaching is something that resonates with his players. His method is based on a combination of hard work and dedication, coupled with a positive attitude.

Henderson's team has a lot of promise, but they also have a lot to learn. The Blue Hens face a tough slate of games in the coming weeks, but they're ready to face the challenge.

The Blue Hens are currently 0-8 on the season. They face a winless Delaware squad on Wednesday night. A win would be more than just a win, it would be a step in the right direction for the Blue Hens.

The Blue Hens are currently 0-8 on the season. They face a winless Delaware squad on Wednesday night. A win would be more than just a win, it would be a step in the right direction for the Blue Hens.
Frosh victories for M. Squash signal bright future

Mercer Management Consulting

M. SQUASH from page B1

the way the freshmen are handling themselves," Ruthrauff said. "In many ways they are the backbone of this team and an important part of some of our senior starters. They have really matured in their first year."

"Navy is obviously close to us," Holler said. "We lost to a very good team, but it was a fair game." He was optimistic about winning, and being able to compete with some of the top teams. "We need to realize what the presence of some of its top players means," Ruthrauff said. "We are a lot stronger as a team because of them." He was confident about winning the championship titles they won last year.

"I expect our players to train as hard as they can, be optimistic about what they can do, and then be ready to go," Ruthrauff said. "We lost to a very good team, but it was a fair game." He was optimistic about winning, and being able to compete with some of the top teams. "We need to realize what the presence of some of its top players means," Ruthrauff said. "We are a lot stronger as a team because of them." He was confident about winning the championship titles they won last year.
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"I expect our players to train as hard as they can, be optimistic about what they can do, and then be ready to go," Ruthrauff said. "We lost to a very good team, but it was a fair game." He was optimistic about winning, and being able to compete with some of the top teams. "We need to realize what the presence of some of its top players means," Ruthrauff said. "We are a lot stronger as a team because of them." He was confident about winning the championship titles they won last year.

"I expect our players to train as hard as they can, be optimistic about what they can do, and then be ready to go," Ruthrauff said. "We lost to a very good team, but it was a fair game." He was optimistic about winning, and being able to compete with some of the top teams. "We need to realize what the presence of some of its top players means," Ruthrauff said. "We are a lot stronger as a team because of them." He was confident about winning the championship titles they won last year.
Sun shines on W. Swimming

By Amy Potter

The Penn men's swimming team took the victory by scoring in 18 out of 19 events in its dual meet win against Navy Saturday night. It was the third consecutive win for the Quakers, who have a 4-0 record in the Ivy League.

"It was definitely a hard week," coach Mike Schnur said. "It was more punishing than we've done all season, but it paid off, as we're working on the crisper evening air of the Sunshine State providing us with a quality IMer in the race, and that's really important." Schnur said. "We've been working on the crisper evening air of the Sunshine State providing us with a quality IMer in the race, and that's really important."

In Florida, the team had a chance to swim against four competitive teams -- Nebraska, Purdue, Virginia Tech and Florida Atlantic. Against these toughs, the Quakers' squad scored the crisper evening air of the Sunshine State, providing us with a quality IMer in the race, and that's really important."
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Meet cool people... and SHOOT THEM

DP Photo Intro meeting
January 23 at 5:30
4015 Walnut Street

NEW CLASSES AT FELS CENTER OF GOVERNMENT
University of Pennsylvania Spring Semester 2001

EMPOWERING WOMEN LEADERS IN EMERGING DEMOCRACIES
Thurs., 1-10 AFG 550.201
Wed., 6-9 AFG 550.002
Fennor Montgomery County Member of Congress Margarita Murguia-Montiel and Mario Poblet Professor of Law Jean demonstrate practical skills. Learn how to provide women with training in "need work" while also providing them with stronger, marketable skills that enable them to improve their economic opportunities. Instruction is in English with Spanish class notes available.

ELECTIVE POLITICS
Mon., 6-9 AFG 715
Falk graduate Wayne Smith, majority leader of the Delaware House of Representatives, provides an inside view in combining a successful business career with political leadership.

HOW CITY COUNCIL WORKS: the Legislator
In Municipal Government
Mon., 6-9 AFG 532
Jim Kenney, Philadelphia's dynamo alderman-at-large and Mayor-elect, will discuss what it takes to be a successful city council member.

PUBLIC INVESTMENT BANKING
Tues., 6-9 AFG 511
Falk graduate Stephen C. Verdi, vice president of Light House Wood Walker, Inc., directs this course on how to become an financial analyst.

AUDITING MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT PERFORMANCE
Thurs., 6-9 AFG 452
City Controller Jonathan Saul and others show how an elected commitee selected tax of the City gets it's money.

Updated Courses Returning
INDUSTRIAL LOCATION AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
Wed., 6-9 AFG 725
James A. Harding, Partner, Urban Partners, a leading expert in urban and exurban design and program development, returns to the spring curriculum.

LEADING NON-PROFITS
Tues., 6-9 AFG 750
The leader of the William Cameron, offers a realistic and comprehensive overview on how to lead a nonprofit organization.

INTERMEDIATE EMOTIONAL MANAGEMENT
SAT., 9-10 AFG 170
Paul Drayen, Dean, Chief Executive Officer, Delancey Place Associates, is the seminar leader for this course that teaches the basics of emotional managemen

PLEASE CONTACT MIKE GREENE AT
mpr@upenn.edu or 215-898-8469 for information and registration

Duke grad has adjusted to life at a smaller school

HENDERSON from page B1

In this day, Henderson has ma-
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inches, especially Dewitt, who has "no goals, and where he is going, I have no idea. We're just trying to
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the greatest minds in the league," Henderson said. "I've had an unbelievable influence on my basketball life," Henderson said. "Right now, however, has not been easy. I have had to cope with the loss of my father, our basketball team, as evidenced

looking forward to it. I'm looking to get a game and have a chance to go play basketball.

News and Notes
Tonight's game will be a "home game" for Penn's basketball team, as evidenced
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But we're not very happy with the
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Join one of the fastest growing investment banks in the world.

Are you looking for a dynamic and rewarding career in investment banking? Do you want to be in a job with a lot of responsibility and opportunity? Do you want to work in an environment where achievement and reward are naturally connected? Then you should consider joining the UBS Warburg team.

We are accepting resumes from the Class of 2002 interested in internship positions in Corporate Finance, Sales & Trading and Information Technology.

Please contact your Career Service office for resume drop and interview dates.

www.ubswarburg.com
Duke trounces another ranked team

DURHAM, N.C. — Jason Williams scored a career-high 28 points and had nine assists as No. 2 Duke beat North Carolina State 103-79 on Saturday night.

Williams, who had 22 points in Duke's 101-82 win over North Carolina on Wednesday, scored 16 of his 28 points in the second half and had nine assists as the Blue Devils (21-2, 10-1 Atlantic Coast Conference) made light work of the 17th-ranked Wolfpack (17-7, 6-5)

Duke (18-4) has averaged 112.9 points in its seven games since losing to Stanford on Dec. 21.

Duke's 121st win in its last 139 games put the Blue Devils in the No. 2 ranking. They lost to No. 1 North Carolina on Wednesday.

Duke is 5-1 in December, with the lone loss coming to the Sooners (18-3), who are ranked No. 4 in the AP poll and No. 5 in the ESPN/USA Today poll

The Blue Devils are 32-4 against teams from the ACC. They have lost their last two meetings with the Wolfpack.
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Sergio pays close attention to detail when examining the accuracy of executed trades. He uses equal precision when racing against the forces of nature. What drives you?

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
will be interviewing on Campus on the following days:

Equities
February 20th

Investment Banking
February 20th

Technology
February 20th

Investment Management Division
February 21st

Fixed Income, Currency and Commodities
February 21st

Global Investment Research
February 23rd

Resume Drop is January 15th-January 18th for all schedules

MINDS. WIDE OPEN™
www.gs.com

Goldman Sachs, an equal opportunity employer, does not discriminate in employment on any basis that is prohibited by federal, state or local laws. © 2000 Goldman Sachs, Sachs & Co.